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June 26, 2015

Can You Get The Square Golf Ball In Colors Other Than White?
  
The Square Golf Ball® was created with the intention to mimic a traditional golf ball in every way pos-
sible, other than the unique shape. 99% of traditional golf balls are white. Range balls, and arcade golf 
balls can be different colors, but that almost always signals a second-class of golf ball, and not a serious 
contender. So, we have stayed with the white base for this reason, plus, we have found that white is by far 
the best color to use when adding an image, logo or text. All other colors severely limit the range of colors 
that can be applied and still have enough contrast to be vibrant and eye-appealing. That said, the option to 
create an orange Square Golf Ball® (as an example), is possible. But we would be required to run an entire 
production run at the manufacturing stage, all with the same color. This adds expense, time and creates 
a situation where you’ll need to buy a bunch – not just a few. Honestly, we’ve never made a batch other 
than white – the one request we received was just window shopping, and they were not prepared to order 
a complete production cycle in volume. And since we have no demand for other colors, we don’t want 
to sit on a thousand orange units when the likelihood of selling another one is next to nil! The answer to 
the question is yes – but in reality, unless you have a very demanding reason for a color other than white, 
white will remain the base color. The Square Golf Ball® is patented by Bright Valley Enterprises LLC. The 
words “The Square Golf Ball” are trademark protected. Any infringement or copy of design or wording 
will be prosecuted to the fullest extent of the law. With a novelty item as unique as The Square Golf Ball® 
the temptation to duplicate may be attractive. We hope everyone can enjoy The Square Golf Ball® pro-
duced in the USA. We also ask that any suspected non-authentic duplications be reported to us as soon as 
possible.  
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